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INTRODUCTION

School district personnel files were traditionally

considered the property of the school district, and

information maintained in them was considered private, even

from the subjects of the file. It was presumed that only

those with a "need to know," usually supervisors of the

employee, were permitted access. In recent years, school

districts have permitted employees to view information in

their own files. However, this information was not to be

made available to members of the public.1

With the advent of federal- and state-level open

records acts, the private nature of information kept in

school district personnel files has become open to question.

Increasingly, courts are requiring public school districts to

open up personnel files and share their contents with

newspaper reporters, parents, and other citizens who want to

know more about school employees. Certainly, not all

information should be or is required to be open to the

public. Court activity in the recent past can guide in

creating a better understanding of how personal privacy

relates to personnel-related information kept by school

districts.

INTERPRETATIONS BY THE COURTS

School districts, like most public employers,

maintain a broad array of information within their personnel

files. The types of information then sought by members of

the public have varied widely also. For this commentary, all



court cases since 1966, in which a member of the public

wanted access to public employee information under an open

records act and in which a personal privacy exemption was

raised as a defense to bar disclosure, were reviewed. Court

cases involving public employers like municipalities and

hospitals were reviewed for this commentary also, because the

open records laws apply to all public employers, inc:_uding

school districts. The following discussion is organized

around the different types of information sought from a

public employer.

Directory Information

Requests for the names or addresses of school or

university employees often originate from attempts by unions

to contact all employees or from commercial marketing by

representatives of insurance companies or other enterprises.

Such requests often seek lists of names or addresses, sorted

by job titles. In privacy statutes like the Family

Educational Rights and Privacy Act, such information, applied

to student data, is considered directory information and is

usually available to the public.2 Courts at both the federal

and state level have required the release of directory

information in public sector personnel files.3 When a

teacher's association sought disclosure of the names and

addresses of employees of a regional school district, as well

as the names and addresses of substitutes who worked during a

strike, New Hampshire's highest court ordered release of the

information.4 Similarly, the Massachusetts Supreme Court
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granted an association request to view name, home address,

and job classification information on school district

employees. The court did not consider the information that

was sought "intimate details" of a "highly personal" nature

and ordered its disclosure.5 Two Florida Appeals panels

reached the same conclusion where union organizers sought

names and addresses of city employees-6 In a West Virginia

case, that state's highest court determined that names and

addresses are not personal or private facts but are public in

nature, because they constitute information normally shared

with strangers and are ascertainable by reference to many

publicly obtainable books and records.7

A situation in Oregon involved the request of a

newspaper to obtain the names and addresses of replacement

coaches who had worked for the school district during a

strike. The district had placed the information in personnel

files, anticipating that disclosure would be precluded by

Oregon law. Reaching a conclusion which differed from other

jurisdictions, the Oregc.1 Appeals court required the district

to disclose names, but not the addresses, of the replacement

coaches. 8 The coaches had submitted their addresses in

confidence; in this situation the court felt that addresses

were not information that would normally be shared with

strangers and that release of the addresses would be a

violation of their privacy. The Oregon Surreme Court



reversed, however, and required the release of both names and

addresses.9

An Appellate Illinois court reached a different

conclusion about directory information." The Illinois

Federation of Teachers asked for directory information from

the state retirement system. The court found the directory

information to be covered by two specific exempting statutes,

one which exempted files about persons requiring services

from a public body and another specifically exempting

personnel files.11

In most situations school districts would be required

to disclose directory information like names, addresses, job

titles, and job descriptions. However, in states with

specific exempting language in the law, directory information

would not be disclosable.

Employment Arkplication Materials

In a number of situations a newspaper or other member

of the public sought information to look over the shoulder of

public employers and review their employment decisions. An

Iowa court considered the request of a newspaper to have

access to applications from five individuals who sought the

position of city manager. Using a balance test similar to

that used by federal courts, the Iowa court ordered release

of the employment applications.12

In a California case involving public hcspitalsi

information was sought that would normally be on resumes.

The hospitals, as health care providers under the state Medi-
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Cal system, wanted information about the education, training,

experience, awards, previous positions and publications of a

system physician auditor. The California appeals court

determined that such information is routinely presented in

professional and social situations and would therefore not

implicate any personal privacy exemption in that state's

public records act.13

Following a newspaper request for the names and

qualifications of candidates for a college presidency, a

Texas appeals court determined that these were not facts of a

highly embarrassing or intimate nature which, if publicized,

would be highly objectionable to a reasonable person. The

court ordered release of the information.14

The Alabama Supreme Court considered a dispute in

which a forlaer county commissioner was hired as a manager of

the same county's public works system. A newspaper sought

application materials for all the candidates, to provide a

public review of the county commission's decision. In

Alabama, exemptions for privacy are provided by common law,

not by statute. The court ordered release of the records.15

Where the courts have reviewed requests to learn more

about job searches conducted by public employers, the courts

have ordered release of application materials, resumes, or

names and qualifications of the candidates.16 While the

application materials of unsuccessful candidates would not

normally er up in a physical personnel file, those materials

do become public records managed by the personnel office
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which would usually have to be released under an open records

act.

Pay Recorde

A number of courts have looked at requests to release

pay records. For the most part, courts rule that the salary

information must be released. A Michigan appeals court ruled

that salary information was not exempt from disclosure under

the privacy exemption.17 Likewise, the news media was

entitled to inspect and copy the village payroll records in a

New York case.18 The Utah Supreme Court reached the same

conclusion in two cases. Unless it could be shown that

release of the salary information would create a significant

loss of privacy to the employee, salary information had to be

disclosed.19

The same principles extend to consulting payments. A

Denver newspaper wanted information about payments made by

foreign governments to faculty members in the University of

Colorado School of Medicine, who had consulted in

establishing a hospital and medical school overseas. The

Colorado Appeals court required the release of university

documents related to the payments.2°

Absence Records

Occasionally, members of the public have attempted to

obtain information about employee absences. The

Massachusz:ttts Supreme Court was asked to determine if

individual absentee records of school employees, which showed
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only the dates and generic classifications of absences, were

records of a private nature under the state records law. The

court concluded that the information was not personal aild had

to be disclosed.21

In investigating an allegation that a public employee

had received pay for unexcused and unauthorized absences from

work, a member of the public sought attendance records cards.

The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court ordered release of the

records, even though the information "might have revealed

disciplinary actions affecting the reputation of the employee

or compromising the concept of personal security of an

employee," which conflicts with the Pennsylvania privacy

exemption language.22

A newspaper wanted records released which contained

statistical or factual tabulations of data on the number of

days and the dates of absence for a named detective during

the month of January, 1983. The New York Appellate court

ordered release of the information.23

However, a New York Superior Court reached a

different conclusion, when a newspaper asked for the number

of sick time hours accumulated by individual employees. The

court decidcK1 that the release of such information would

result in an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 24

The disclosability of absentee records appears to be

subject to an inquiry of the facts of each individual case

and the extent to which the individuals right to privacy is
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violated, through the disclosure of specific information

about the individual's medical condition.

Transcripts

In a recent Texas case, a member of the public wanted

to see a schoolteacher's college transcripts, to make a

personal estimate of the teacher's competency and preparation

to teach. The school district denied access, citing the

teacher's privacy interest in the transcripts. Significant

in the district's defense was the allegation that the

teacher's college transcripts were protected from disclosure

under the federal privacy act related to student records.

The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit placed the balance

in favor of the public's right to know about the competence

of the teacher, and ordered the disclosure of the

transcripts.25

Grievances

Courts in two states have addressed the issue of

disclosability of grievance records. In Florida, a

collective barga.;ning agreement mandated confidentiality of

grievance records generated through the agreement. A Florida

appeals court ruled that the grievance records were public

records and the district could not contract through the

bargaining agreement to make something confidential that was

not confidential. The court ordered disclosure of the

grievance records.26 A New York court reached the same
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conclusion in a discovery action, but required that the names

of participants in grievances be redacted from the record.27

Materials Related to Performance Evaluations

One outcome of the public's increased interest in

accountability is the desire to see the evaluation materials

of individual school employees. A number of courts have

looked at the disclosability of these types of materials. A

Washington court ruled that information about public, on-duty

job performances should be disclosed.28 However, on state

constitutional grounds, a Louisiana appeals court ruled

differently/ in a municipal case. A radio station brought an

action to compel the mayor to make job evaluations of city

department heads available. The appeals court decided that

the evaluations were public records, but not disclosable due

to the Louisiana state constitution, which specifically

grants a right to privacy. The court determined that

releasing the evaluation materials would have been an

unconstitutional invasion of privacy.29

A Massachusetts school district maintained records of

student evaluations of teachers. A member of the public

sought access to the evaluation. The Massachusetts Appeals

Court ruled that student evaluations were personnel

information under Massachusetts law and, as such, were not

public records under the law. Not being public records, no

disclosure was required."



The Connecticut Supreri Court decided that teacher

performance evaluations were not protected by the state

freedom of information act and had to be disclosed to the

education association in connection with a grievance it had

filed.31 Subsequent to this, the Connecticut General

Assembly enacted legislation making it clear that records of

teacher performance and evaluations are not public records

and therefore are not subject to disclosure under the public

records law. Litigation pending during this change in

statute dealt with a newspaper request for a superintendent's

files related to administrative goals and objectives,

improvement plans for administrators, and individual

evaluations of teachers. As a result of the law change, the

Connecticut Supreme Court remanded proceedings with

instructions to rule consonant with the law change.32

Two New Jersey courts ruled that written evaluation

materials of applicants were not required to be kept and were

therefore not public records under the law. Consequently,

the evaluation materials did not have to be disclosed.33

However, the Iowa Supreme Court decided that the statute

governing confidentiality of public records did not prohibit

a teacher, who had been served notice of nonrenewal, from

obtaining by subpoena all evaluations of teachers in the

school system made by the superintendent or principal within

the last three years, for use in a private termination

10 -
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hearing before the board.34

The cases in the sample lead to the conclusion that

statutory language will dictate the disclosability of

evaluation materials. The first threshold question is

whether or not the materials are part of the public record.

If they are not considered part of the public record, they

need not be disclosed. If they are considered by the court

to be part of the public record, then the second threshold is

reached. If there is legislative language creating a blanket

exemption for personnel files in general, or legislative

language exempting evaluation materials specifically, then

the materials need not be disclosed. Ctherwise, the

evaluation mPterials are disclosable.

University Tenure Ftles

A recent case before the U.S. Supreme Court looked at

the right of a university to withhold information related to

the evaluation for tenure of a junior faculty member.35 After

the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Management

denied tenure to Rosalie Tung, an associate professor, Ms.

Tung filed charges of discrimination with the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission. Ms. Tung alleged sexual

harassment by the department chairman, and discrimination

based upon race and sex. Specifically, Ms. Tung charged

that five male faculty members with less qualifications had

received tenure, while she had not, even though a majority of



the faculty had voted in favor of awarding her tenure.

On her behalf, the EEOC sought disclosure of all

documents related to her tenure dacision and the tenure files

of the five male faculty members identified in the charge as

ha img received more favorable treatment than Tung. The

university refused to release the materials, citing a common

law requirement not to disclose, as well as an "academic

freedom" right under the First Amendment to not disclose.

In a unanimous decision, the U.S. Supreme Court

determined that a university enjoys no special privilege,

grounded in the common law or in the First Amendment, against

disclosure of the tenure review materials. The University

was required to release the materials to the EEOC.36

An earlier, similar opinion was obtained in a New

York court, in which a faculty member sought access to the

curriculum vitae of all faculty of the college who had been

promoted to full professor during the prior five years. The

court determined that the credentials could be released with

deletion of such identifying information as names, addresses,

and social security numbers.37 Clearly, tenure and promotion

files within colleges and universities are subject to

disclosure.

Investigative Reports and fteprimands

Occasionally, officers of public bodies must

investigate allegations of wrongdoing and, if wrongdoing is
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found, issue reprimands. Whether or not investigative

reports or reprimands must ba disclosed under open records

acts is a question which has come before the courts.

A college football coach in Florida had been

investigated for wrongdoing. A Florida appeals court ruled

that the investigative report was confidential and the

newspaper seeking access could be refused, even if the report

showed criminal acts.38

The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court noted that

reports of official investigations and documents, which could

operate to prejudice a person's reputation are excluded from

the definition of "public record" in the state freedom of

information law. Therefore, an official police inquiry into

alleged wrongdoing was not disclosable.39

A federal district court in Texas was asked to

prevent disclosure of information in NCAA and Southwest

Athletic Conference files which related to an investigation

of alleged recruiting violations. The court ruled that Texas

common law did not prevent disclosure, and that the public's

legitimate interest in the information required disclosure of

the files."

A New York court ruled that disclosure cf written

reprimands of police officers, contained in a report about an

investigation into alleged wrongdoing would not result in an

unwarranted invasion of privacy, and ruled that the report

- 13 -



must be disclosed.41

From the cases reviewed, it can be seen that the only

case involving the disclosure of official inquiries into

wrongdoing in an education context is at the collegiate

level. For two of the cases, disclosure was prohibited; for

the other two, disclosure wa; required. It can be fairly

stated that the more private and intimate the information,

triggering a common law or federal constitutional right to

privacy, the less disclosable the information. However, at

some point the district school board or other public body may

need to deal publicly with an infraction. When information

must be discussed at an open meeting of a public body, it is

no longer private and becomes public information.42

Therefore, the record created by the school board or other

public body, which reflects its official action in dealing

with the infraction, will be disclosable.

Reports by Private Consultants

School districts often hire outside consultants to

tend to particular personnel matters. Whether the reports of

the consultants are subject to the public records law and

whether they are disclosable are questions that have come

before the courts in several states.

A consultant "headhunter" conducted a sear.c.h for a

superintendent for a school board. The Florida appc!als court

determined that the personal files about the candidates which

were kept by the consultant was the property of the

consultant, was not a public record, and was therefc,re not
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subject to disclosure. However, the consultant's report to

the board was a public record and disclosable.43

Also in Florida, a public electric authority had a

psychologist firm interview applicants for the position of

managing director. The psychologists created handwritten

notes and impressions about the applicants. When a member of

the public sought release of the information under the state

freedom of information law, the court ruled that disclosure

of the information would unlawfully deprive applicants of

funda-lental privacy interests, and forbade disclosure.44

Rhode Island's Supreme Court was asked to rule on the

disclosability of a management study of elementary school

operations. The consultants had looked primarily into the

job performance of the school principal. The court found the

study to fall under the exemption for personnel files under

the state records law, and prohibited its disclosure.45 It

must be remembered, however, that Rhode Island's exemption

for personnel files is absolute. Personnel files are

protected from disclosure in Rhode Island, without submission

to a balance test or other legal test which might permit

disclosure."

From these cases, it can be seen that the notes and

data collected by outside consultants tend not to be

disclosable, while the final report to the board may be

disclosed. Whether or not the report is disclosable turns on

whether the information provides information that is of a
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very personal nature, triggering a common law or

constitutional privacy protection, or if it is sp:.cifically

protected by an exemption in the law.

Settlement Agreements

Settlement agreements are commonly created between

public agencies and others, to outline the terms and

conditions in which a dispute between the parties has been

settled. A usual feature in such agreements is language

requil:ing confidentiality, to protect the parties to the

agreement. Courts in a number of states have been asked to

review the disclosability of such agreements.

After an investigation of sexual misconduct against a

teacher, the board and teacher reached an agreement

terminating the teacher's employment. A condition of

confidentiality was written into the agreement. A Michigan

appeals court ruled that the privacy exemption in the state's

records law did not preclude disclosure of the requested

information, if individual identifying information was

redacted.47

Many superintendents and former superintendents have

negotiated settlement agreements with school boards which

terminate their relationship with the board, and a common

feature of those agreements is a nondisclosure clause. A

Missouri appeals court decided that the exclusion for

individual identifiable personnel records in the Missouri

records law did not protect disclosure of the termination

agreement between a board and superintendent. The court

- 16 -



noted that the exception for personnel decisions was designed

to protect the decision making process, but not the decision

itself. Thus, the terms and conditions of the settlement

agreement between the board and superintendent could not be

withheld from the public."

In Maine, a newspaper publisher sought disclosure of

a termination agreement between the University of Maine and

its former basketball coach. Although the portions of the

document relating to the coach's medical condition or medical

treatment were determined by the Maine Supreme Court to be

exempt from disclosure under the state's freedom of

information act, the remainder of the agreement was

disclosed.49

Two cases speak to procedural matters related to

disclosability of settlement agreements. The Iowa Supreme

Court ruled that the confidentiality of a termination

agreement expired with the public act of the board to

terminate the employee.50 In a Florida case, the public

agency feared that public knowledge about the terms of a

settlement agreement might affect pending litigation. The

Florida appeals panel determined that this was not an

adequate reason for sealing the terms of the settlement

agreement and was therefore an abuse of discretion. The

court ordered release of the information in the settlement

agreement.51

In a case seprate from the plployment context, an

Alaska school district had settled a dispute over a contract

- 17



with a private company in removing and replacing fireproofing

materials. The state's highest court concluded that the

nondisclosure of terms of the settlement agreement was

unenforceable.52

The negotiations prior to the creation of a

settlement agreement may be shielded from public view.

However, once the agreement is struck, the settlement

agreement is disclosable under state open records acts.53

Certificate Revocatimn Records

In order to prepare an investigative report on

teacher sexual misconduct with students, a publishing company

asked the Washington Superintendent of Public Instruction for

records specifying the reasons for teacher certification

revocations in the prior ten years.54 The Washington

Supreme Court upheld the lower court's direction to release

the records, with student identifying information stricken.55

Although the Washington Supreme Court mentioned in

the _Last cited case that the states of Florida, Nebraska, and

Georgia allow investigation of teachers while disclosing

records, no other court cases were found which dealt with

this issue.56 It seems likely that the disclosability of

certificate revocation records responds to the same

principles of disclosure that exist for settlement

agreements.

- 18 -
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Intimate Personal an4 Family Information

The right to privacy under the federal constitution

attaches to concepts of family, marriage, and procreation.57

The right to privacy under the common law and tort law

attaches to highly personal and intimate information which

might be damaging to an individual if disclosed.58 These two

notions taken together have provided the rationale for a

number of courts to identify certain types of information as

intimate personal and family information, which is covered by

privacy exemptions.

Massachusetts' highest court listed marital status,

legitimacy of children, identity of fathers of children,

medical condition, welfare payments, alcoholic consumption,

family fights and reputation as the types of personal

information that the privacy exception to the public records

statute was designed to protect.59 In a separate decision,

the same court decided that medical statements, which

contained considerable amounts of information about the award

of individual pensions, were exempt from disclosure."

The Supreme Court of New Mexico provided an even more

expansive list of subjects which it felt were of an intimate

and personal nature. Medical records and records related to

illness, injury, disability, inability to perform job tasks,

sick leave, letters of reference, documents concerning

infractions, disciplinary actions, evaluations, notes on

reasons for not rehiring and other supervisory opinions were

the types of information that was too personal to be
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disclosed in New Mexico.61 While much of the information

relates directly to intimate personal or family data, some of

the types of information has been found to be disclosable in

other states.

In Maine, a newspaper publisher sought disclosure of

a termination agrelment between the University of Maine and

its former basketball coach. Portions of the document

relating to the coach's medical condition or medical

treatment were determined by the Maine Supreme Court to be

exempt from disclosure under the state's freedom of

information act.62 West Virginia's highest court reviewed a

request from parents to have access to a bus driver's medical

records, where the bus driver's statements and actions had

raised concerns about the driver's ability to drive the bus.

While the court affirmed that medical records would normally

be exempt from disclosure to the general public, the court

did fashion a remedy which allowed the parents of students

who rode the driver's bus, and only those parents, to have

access to certain documents in the medical records.63

It is apparent, therefore, that an employee's medical

information is generally not considered disclosable. Also,

other types of information related to a person's medical

condition, disability information, sick leave records

providing specific medical information, and information about

injuries tend to not be disclosable. Other types of
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information which are considered intimate and personal, and

therefore not disclosable, are data which relate to family

matters, marriage, and procreation."

Blanket Exemptions from Disclosure

In some states, statutory language or interpretation

by the courts have created a blanket exemption from

disclosure. For example, Mississippi, Illinois and Rhode

Island exempt all personnel files from disc1osure.65

The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court decided that the

contents of a teacher's personnel file maintained by the

school district wasn't a minute, order or decision of the

board, nor did it fix any rights, privileges, immunities,

duties or obligations on the teacher. Thus, the personnel

files were not public records under the right-to-know law,

and were not disclosable."

In an isolated case, a Florida appeals court blocked

the public disclosure of personnel files of government

employees, citing irreparab,.e harm to the public interest.67

Other Florida courts, however, have not reached the same

conclusion and ordered release of personnel files."

Blanket Requirements to Release Information

The North Dakota Supreme Court looked at a request by

a parent to view a teacher's personnel file in its entirety.

Participants were unsure of the parent's motivation and were

unaware of any situation or dissatisfaction which

precipitated the request. The school

- 21
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denied the request, and the parent asked the courts to force

compliance. The state's highest court noted that the public

record law for the state did not provide for a privacy

exemption like many other states, and required the district

to disclose the entire personnel file."

School districts in jurisdictions lacking a privacy

exemption in their state's public records law are at a

disadvantage. In the absence of a specific exemption for

privacy, it may be more difficult for a school district to

argue against disclosure. The Hovet court noted that if the

legislature wanted to provide a privacy exemption, it could

do so. But it was the job of the legislature, not the court,

to create such an exemption."

Information Filed Electronically

District recordkeeping practices vary, with some

information in paper files and other information in

electronic data files. The existence of personnel-related

files, separate from employee personnel files, and the

existence of electronic data files buried in computers

complicates a full understanding of privacy and personnel

files.

The courts tend to recognize an expanded definition

of "personnel files." The federal exemption, which was

copied in a variety of states, exempts "medical and personnel

and similar files." What establishes the exemption is the
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personal quality of the information in the file, not the

physical nature of the file itself.71 Further, the

application of a freedom of information act does not turn on

the physical existence of a file.72

Application of the freedom of information act and its

exemptions does not depend upon the manner in which the file

is kept. For example, a New York court ruled that the

freedom of information act provisions, including exemptions,

applied to tabulation of personal leave, even if the data was

kept separately on a single document, with all employee's

information in the same file.73 It could be inferred,

therefore, that the freedom of information act and its

exemptions apply equally to information stored

electronically.

There is no requirement for a public agency to create

a file when it cannot be determined that a disclosable record

already exists.74 Therefore, a school district would not

have to create a special program to retrieve data in a format

specified by the member of the public requesting the

information. If a program already exists to retrieve the

personnel data, it would be subject to provisions of the

freedom of information act. The district may charge for

copies of records corresponding to the cost of production.75

Inactive and Deceased Employees.

In a few cases, members of the public have wanted

information on laid-off, retired, or deceased employees. A
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review of the sample indicates that the same principles

applying to the files of active employees apply to the files

of laid off, retired, or deceased employees.

New York's highest court considered a request by a

newspaper to obtain names, job titles, and salary levels of

former employees who had been terminated as a result of

budget reductions. The court ruled that such information was

disclosable, even if it resulted in personal or economic

hardship on the former employees.78

An association created to investigate government

action related to pension funds and to lobby on behalf of

retirees asked the courts in two jurisdictions to require

school systems to release names and addresses of retired

teachers. The courts ordered disclosure of the directory

information.77

Clearly, directory information on inactive or

deceased employees must be disclosed.78 However, medical

data on these employees may not be disclosed.79 It can be

concluded, therefore, that information on such emp)yees is

subject to the same disclosure requirements as information on

active employees.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Conclusions

Much more personnel-related information is

disclosable than i. not disclosable under freedom of

information acts. Directory information like names,
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addresses, job titles, and job descriptions are disclosable

in most states. Payroll records, absence records, grievance

summaries, college transcripts of employees, performance

evaluations, application materials, resumes, files related to

tenure decisions, reports on personnel supplied by p.ivate

consultants, and settlement agreements have been found to be

disclosable. Personal information like one's medical

condition, injury, disability, and tendency toward substance

abuse has been found to be of an intimate personal nature and

not disclosable. Information relating to one's family,

marriage, and procreation, are not disclosable under a

federal constitutional right to privacy. A number of states

(Mississippi, Illinois, and Rhode Island) have a blanket

exemption from disclosure for personnel files. In at least

one other state, North Dakota, its highest court has ruled

that in the absence of a statutory exemption, all information

in a personnel file must be disclosed.

School districts stand in a precarious position.

They are required under freedom of information acts to

release information that should :_ublic information. Yet

there is the danger of committing a state or constitutional

tort by releasing too much information.

The climate of reform and increasing accountability

will fuel the desire by many in the public to obtain

information that was previously considered confidential and

inviolate. School districts may no longer summarily refuse

requests for information about their employees. There is
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sufficient case law to indicate that requests for information

about employees will be pursued in court, and that schools

will likely have to give up more information than they

desire. Consequently, it is in their best interest if school

officials take steps to prepare before the first request

comes. The way to prepare in advance is to direct action

through policy. In that regard, a number of policy

implications result.

Policy Implications

1. School districts need to make adequate preparation

through policy for requests for information before they

are received.

2. School districts must provide, in policy, the procedures

which will be followed when requests for information are

received.

3. School districts must revise the ways in which employel-

related information comes into the district and take care

to exclude information which is intimate and unrelated to

the person's employment."

4. School districts must reorganize personnel-related

information already ir the district files, in ways which

reduce potential problems over disclosure. Again,

information which is intimate and unrelated to a person's

employment needs to be removed. Information which is

intimate or highly personal but which is still

employment-related should be separated from basic

employment information. The district can then anticipate
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giving free access to the basic information, but consider

fighting to protect highly personal information which is

employment-related.
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